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Want to succeed in media?
Listen to experts' mantra
Do you want to make a career in media industry?
And to prepare yourself for the industry, you want
to get yourself trained? You want to choose an
appropriate academic programme wherein you
find an opportunity to get equipped with thought
and learn the skills?
You have so many questions and no easy answers.
These questions always perturb an admission
seeker to a media course. Even the students of a
media programme face similar questions. Where
to go, which media sector to join, what kind of
media job to be more rewarding, how to make a
mark for yourself?
To address the concerns of the existing and the
prospective media students and to answer many of
the above questions, DME Media School organised
an extensive online outreach campaign 'Careers in
Media' on June 4 with prominent media experts.
The session was moderated by Dr Ambrish Saxena,
Dean and Dr Susmita Bala, Head of DME Media
School.
Dr Saxena opened the webinar session on Zoom
platform by introducing DME and its Media School
and talked about the various facilities available
here for students. He discussed the demands and
pre-requisites of the media industry. Considering
the current situation, he said, “Whenever some
doors are closed, some new ones open.”
Boom in Advertising and PR
The first session of the day was dedicated to the
field of Advertising and Public Relations which was
addressed by Dr Sarvesh Dutt Tripathi, University
School of Mass Communication (USMC), Guru
Gobind Singh Indraprastha University (GGSIPU).
Dr Tripathi began his address by lauding Delhi
Metropolitan Education (DME) for its response
towards imparting holistic education amidst the
lockdown.
Dr Tripathi brought into discussion the demands
and skillsets required for standing out in the field

of Advertising and Public Relations. To explain the
importance of publics in public relations, he cited
the example of Dr Saxena's series of webinars on
diverse issues and how they keep his public i.e.
students engaged during this time of crisis.
Dr Tripathi seemed optimistic about markets rising
again and gaining normalcy. He motivated the
students by stating that the career opportunities
here would not face a shortage. He concluded his
session by discussing Integrated Marketing
Communications (IMC) and the relevance of
Corporate Communication in the present times.
Get ready for one person media shop
Dr Anand Pradhan, Professor and Course DirectorHindi Journalism, Indian Institute of Mass
Communication (IIMC), spoke about the changes
that the media industry might face post-COVID19. He expressed how the concept of big media
houses can be replaced with one person media
shop shortly.
Dr Pradhan divided media into three fields: niche,
decentralized and localized. Hence, students who
are a little techie and stay aware of these trends
should make complete use of it and involve
themselves in the idea of Entrepreneurship
Journalism. Under this, a journalist works as an
entrepreneur and runs either a YouTube channel or
podcast or a website. He cited the example of
Barkha Dutt's MOJO.
Dr Pradhan answered questions about the training
required to become a journalist and being
objective while reporting with special reference to
alternative truth. He concluded his session by
telling the budding journalist that one should
read, read and read & write, write and write.
Be original and promote your content
The third session of the campaign witnessed the
presence of Professor Farhat Bashir Khan from the
prestigious AJK Mass Communication Research
Centre, Jamia Millia Islamia. He spoke about the
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importance of being original and laying out
oneself through the multiple aspects of social
media. He emphasised on the promotion of one's
content by citing an example of monetization of
YouTube videos.
With the immense rise of fake news in media,
people are starting to move away from news
channel and are concentrating on niche content.
So, for gaining success in the field of media, one
had to explore various skills, thus making writing,
speaking and promoting one's content equally
important.
Professor Khan discussed the changing media
through a short multimedia presentation,
explaining the various opportunities for students.
He ended his session by talking about how OTT
(Over the Top) Platforms like Amazon Prime and
Netflix hold the future of the entertainment
industry and the students should target them by
honing their skills in the same direction.
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US story by Madhu Bhatia Jha

Life Bit by Bit @ Corona
in Australia

Lack of access to first -hand account
is the biggest challenge faced by
journalists

Throughout lockdown DME Media School has been conducting series of
webinars on topics of vital relevance for knowledge enrichment of students
and faculty of DME, research scholars and the academia from all over India
and overseas. The discussions in these webinars cover diverse issues
ranging from contemporary COVID to the concepts of digital world,
The Coronavirus pandemic has been the great equalizer; it has
Communication and Law.
impacted all nations alike. While the world was fearing the impact of
In this series of webinars, Dr Vikrant Kishore, Course Director - Film TV &
Coronavirus on densely populated developing countries, the worst hit
Animation, Deakin University, Melbourne was invited on May 19 to
are developed nations like United States of America, Italy, United
deliberate on a range of related issues - what kind of life of Indian
Diaspora is leading in Australia in COVID hit times, how the people there
Kingdom and alike.
are coping up with the situation and how effectively the Australian
The supremacy of a nation is always decided on its military might but
government is handling the situation.
this does not stand anymore. Post COVID-19 all developed and
In this webinar 'Life Bit by Bit @Corona in Australia', Dr Kishore narrated
developing nations have to invest more on healthcare and facilities, so
his firsthand account during the COVID period, with an angle of a media
that the world is better prepared for an unprecedented situation like
academician over there. He talked about how he has been involved in
this.
community outreach and doing the continuous online discussions on the
issues that face the Australian-Indian community. He threw light on the
The world looks upon United States of America during the time of
problems the international students are facing there.
international conflicts and crisis, but this time it was a
“The cases have come down really and nfection rate has also remained
disappointment. The US seemed ill prepared to deal with the disease;
very low. The testing has been one of the highest in the world. The
this was amongst the worst outbreak in its history.
government says more than seven hundred and thirty thousand tests have
been undertaken in Australia as per the reports of probably two days back
DME Media School organised a webinar on United States in the
(till May 17)”, Dr. Kishore remarked.
phase of COVID-19 as a part of its webinar series. The webinar
On the first impact felt by Australia, Dr. Kishore said, was in terms of the
was conducted by Dr Ambrish Saxena, Dean, DME Media School, to
international students, since Australia has got a huge number of Chinese
familiarise the participants about the situation in USA on May 28,
international students. Initial concern of all the universities and most of the
2020. And to apprise everybody about the situation there, Ms Madhu
places was that the inflow of Chinese students will be a problem. People
Bhatia Jha, US Special Correspondent for ABP News, joined on the
were looking at different ways to come up with a solution to take care of
Zoom screen.
this big problem, these students take away a huge chunk of university fee
and other investments.
Dr Saxena raised the issue of the dismal condition of USA in handling
Australia is almost two and a half times bigger than India, but the
the COVID-19 crisis and sought insights from Ms Madhu about the
population there is only twenty five million. In Australia the general
administration on containment of Corona Virus Pandemic in the
income
of people is at a better state than that in India, according to Dr.
country. She informed that the response to the COVID-19 was delayed
Kishore. He also said, almost a million people here are jobless because of
and inadequate henceforth US recorded the highest number of deaths - Yashasvika
the COVID Yadav
impact but government is providing all help. The government is
in the world. She further added that the US democracy is polarised on
paying a certain amount to those who have become jobless in COVID
Trump administration's response on the disease. She added, though
phase. This is quite a fair amount for a middle class person to live. Also,
there are other financial supports available. These are pretty strongly
the public is dissatisfied with the government the Republicans are
implemented. Homeless people are also being supported. The community
supportive of Trump.
organizations and NGOs have pro-actively stepped up their support.
Dr Saxena, enquired about the challenges faced by journalists in USA
Dr. Kishore said, “There are couple of my Indian friends who are running
and the infodemic caused by fake news, Ms Madhu informed that
the free meals and breakfasts for schools organizations for supporting the
inability in getting the first-hand account and the lack of personal
kids and the homeless.” Talking about the Indian students, he said, the
touch due to lockdown was the gravest challenge faced by media. She
Indian students also felt a great impact in terms of finances, since they
support themselves with small jobs which they lost.
further informed that more than fake news, rumor mongering was an
issue that was instigated by Donald Trump, who made reckless
Dr. Vikrank Kishore talked about how he and his friends are contributing
statements about the virus.
towards this Covid crisis by starting Facebook pages and exploring certain
possibilities of employment, food assistance, mental health, tips to take
The webinar culminated with question and answer session as
care on one's self on the platform, by inviting experts and community
inquisitive participants kept asking questions about the US politics,
leaders to give their views and assistance to the needy International
US-China relations and the role of the US in India-China relations. Ms
students.
Madhu Bhatia answered every question patiently and to the
The session was moderated by Dr. Ambrish Saxena, Dean, DME Media
School.
- Yashasvika Yadav
- Ritwik Ghosh
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Issues related to migrant workers particularly in
this period of pandemic were discussed
threadbare in an intense webinar organised by
DME Media School, on May 20, 2020 on the
topic 'Human Rights of Migrant Workers'. Ms
Jyotika Kalra, Member - National Human Rights
Commission, India, was the expert speaker in this
session.
As moderator Dr Ambrish Saxena, Dean, DME
Media School, introduced the eminent guest
speaker and opened the discussion with his
introductory remarks. He kept asking pertinent
questions to thrust upon vital areas related to the
condition of migrant workers. More than 200
hundred students and professionals drawn from
all parts of the country attended this live session
on Zoom and YouTube (DME TV).
Initiating the discussion, Dr Ambrish Saxena said
that the migration of labourers started during the
first phase of the lockdown and during the first
two days there was large movement, in between
there was standstill but since the fourth phase of
lockdown has begun on May 18, the problem has
again increased to an alarming state. Ms Jyotika
Kalra was not convinced with this assessment as
she said that the migrant of workers never
stopped, it continued in all phases of lockdown.
“There are deaths due to COVID-19 but there are

deaths in the wake of migration also”, she
added.
Ms Kalra who had been visiting Delhi borders
and Yamuna Expressway in recent days shared
her experience that it is not only the labourers
that are migrating, people from all walks of life
including students and even employers are on
the road - heading towards their native place.
She highlighted multiple reasons for migration
in the country that range from health scare
before the lockdown to the food crisis and job
insecurity after the first phase of the lockdown.
While replying to one of the questions of Dr
Saxena, she informed, “In addition to human
rights which include (Right to Liberty, Right to
Dignity and Right to Equality), migrant workers
have statutory protection rights”.
Focusing on the legislations associated with the
migrant workers, Ms Kalra underlined 'The InterState Migrant Workmen (Regulation of
Employment and Conditions of Service) Act,
1979' and touched upon the Minimum Wages
Act, Contract Labour Act, Bonded Labour Act,
Workmen's Compensation Act, Factories Act, and
Industrial Disputes Act.
During the session, concerns in the wake of
migration like scarcity of workers in cities like

Delhi in post corona phase, government's role in
bringing back the migrant workers and the reverse
migration process were discussed. Ms Kalra
suggested certain measures to improve the
condition of migrant workers by focusing on the
registration of the PDS cards.
In an hour's session, she spoke at length covering
all major aspects of the Rights of migrant workers.
She even responded to the questions raised by
inquisitive participants. The session ended with the
concluding remark of Dr Ambrish Saxena.

Justice (Retd) Kurian Joseph explains
Constitutional Values with conviction
Addressing a webinar on Constitutional Values on May 27, 2020, Justice
Kurian Joseph, former Supreme Court Judge, expressed his views with
conviction and clarity on several issues such as fundamental duties, the
Preamble and the basic structure of the constitution.
The webinar organised by DME Media School was attended by more than
two hundred inquisitive participants from across the country including media
practitioners, professors, faculty members, students of media and law and
lawyers. This 70-minute session was conducted through Zoom cloud meeting
app with live streaming on YouTube.
In the first half of his session, Justice (Retd) Joseph emphasized on the five
pillars enshrined in the Preamble namely - Sovereign, Socialist, Secular,
Democratic and Republic. He gave an insight on why secular and socialist
words were inserted in the Preamble with reference to the contemporary
times and increasing hatred towards particular communities.
In the second half of his session, Justice (Retd) Joseph spoke on the invisible
structure of the constitution on which our democracy rests i.e., justice, liberty,
equality and fraternity. He further added that to become a vibrant
democracy, three evils have to be evicted from the society namely- casteism,
communalism and corruption.
The session concluded with an interesting question and answer session
wherein Justice (Retd) Joseph took questions on a range of issues such as
independence of judiciary, religious freedom, migrant labourers and the role

of media as a fourth pillar of democracy. As moderator of the webinar Dr
Ambrish Saxena, Dean, DME Media School, raised several complex
questions but Justice Joseph replied with ease and firmness. The
participants of the session also asked many questions.
Justice (Retd) Joseph expressed his discontentment with the present system
of the appointment of judges to the Supreme Court and the High Courts. He
opposed the practice of judges taking up post retirement jobs except the
responsibilities which fall under constitutional obligations. He made a
scathing attack on media by stating that media has failed the country.
- Pramod Kumar Pandey
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Legal Rights of Migrant Labour
Prashant Bhushan launches scathing attack on judiciary and executive
The plight of migrant workers, the role of the
judiciary and pertinent laws related to migrant
labourers were discussed thoroughly during a
webinar on 'Legal Rights of Migrant Labour'
conducted by DME Media School on June 5 with
Mr Prashant Bhushan as the expert speaker.
Hundreds of students and professionals from
across the country attended this live session on
Zoom and YouTube (DME TV).
Dr Ambrish Saxena, moderator of the session,
introduced the celebrated lawyer and activist Mr
Prashant Bhushan. The senior lawyer then
started with the introductory remarks about the
migrant worker issue where he established the
definition of the term 'migrant labour' to take
the conversation ahead. He started with various
laws related to the migrants and then talked
about some laws about the contractual labour
to draw a comparison of the plight experienced
by both. Mr Bhushan then talked about the
problems faced by the migrant labours for the
acquisition of the minimum labour wages and
social security.
Mr Prashant Bhushan stated that the migrants
faced two-dimensional problems, one related to
the lack of work during the lockdown and the
other one about their journey back home. He
explained the laws and the provisions under
these Acts. He also talked about the need for
registration of the migrant labours under
respective laws which has not been done
properly despite a clear provision for that.
Mr Bhushan raised the issue of lack of funds
available to the migrant labours and their

hardships because of the
state's inability to uphold
their fundamental rights
as per the constitutional
provisions. He also
focused on the
constitutional provisions
for the migrants and
transcended to issues
related to the judiciary.
In response to a question
by Dr Saxena, the senior
advocate admitted lack
of required action on the
part of state
governments in tackling
the issue of migrant
labour, but added that
under the Disaster
Management Act the major responsibility in this
regard is that of the union government.
Mr Bhushan laid much emphasis on
unprecedented erosion in the judiciary which is
also reflected in their failure to stand up for
protecting the fundamental rights of migrant
workers. Responding to a question by Dr
Saxena, the public interest lawyer stated that
the system of the appointment of judges in the
higher judiciary is faulty and it makes way for
the government to appoint judges of its own
choice.
The highlight of the session was Mr Prashant
Bhushan's fear of the collapse in the democracy
with the fall of the constitutional and judicial

freedom in India. He said that the judiciary
had failed in protecting these freedoms. He
said that the Union Government is not doing
enough for migrant labours and the Supreme
Court instead of pulling the government is
completely relying on its version.
Mr Prashant Bhusan answered several
questions asked by the inquisitive participants
of the webinar. Hundreds of people had
gathered from across disciplines and
professions from all across the country to listen
to this activist lawyer. The session ended with
a concluding remark of Dr Saxena.
- Pramod Kumar Pandey

Ankuran Dutta suggests how to combat
Infodemic amidst a Pandemic
The past few months have been challenging for
the entire world, having to deal with the
unexpected emergence of a pandemic that is
taking a major toll on public health, economy
and livelihood. This pandemic, resulting from
the invasion of the corona virus is however not
the only threat to the society right now.
Infodemic or the spread of fake news and
information rapidly engulfing a whole new
generation of digital audiences is definitely a
key concern.
To address this concern, DME Media School
organised a webinar titled “Information
Pandemic during Covid-19” via Zoom platform
on 26th May. Dr. Ankuran Dutta, Head,
Department of Communication and Journalism,

Gauhati University, Assam, made a presentation
on this issue. He is accredited of working
extensively in this area.
Dr. Dutta began with his presentation of a
recent cartoon series campaign titled
#CheckTheFact on #Covid-19 that was
initiated to sensitise people about the rising
concern about fake news which is probably
spreading faster than the virus itself. He threw
light upon the common types of misinformation
or fake news audiences- particularly the newly
literate audiences of digital media- become
victims of.
Dr Dutta discussed about different sources of
these news. From individuals to organisations

with vested interests, media houses to political
parties - fake news could originate from all
kinds of sources. He suggested the practice of
spreading media literacy to broaden awareness
and sensitise the audiences about how to
differentiate between authentic news and fake
news. He added that awareness is the only
means to curb this dangerously rising infodemic.
The session was moderated by Dr Ambrish
Saxena, Dean, DME Media School. He not only
gave voice to the queries of the participants but
himself raised certain academic aspects of the
issue. Dr Dutta responded that all to the
satisfaction of everybody present on the session.
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Suffering from Corona fatigue?
Get relief in nonviolent ecosystem
Nonviolent Communication offers individuals
strategies to fight the challenges emerging out
of relationship and stress management issues
accentuated by the Covid-19 crisis. At a time
when a large number of individuals find
themselves in lockdown due to the
coronavirus, many people are experiencing
increasing friction and strain in the
relationship with those who are staying
around them continuously. The significance of
nonviolent communication in such situations
was discussed at a webinar organised by DME
Media School, Delhi Metropolitan Education
along with Gandhi Smriti and Darshan Samiti
on May 22, 2020.
The session started with the introductory
remarks by Dr Ambrish Saxena, Professor and
Dean, DME Media School. Thereafter, Dr
Vedabhyas Kundu, Programme Officer, Gandhi
Smriti, and Darshan Samiti discussed different
elements of nonviolent communication and
how these could be used in relationship
management during these times of lockdown.
He talked about the stress on relationship
management and friction in families due to
the lockdown while emphasising that the
resolution of all this stress and friction is in
Gandhian Pillars of nonviolence - mutual
respect, understanding, acceptance,
appreciation and compassion.

Dr Kundu conversed about the importance of
nonviolent communication during this difficult
time. He stated that 'due to this lockdown
many people find themselves drifting towards
the well of ill mental health and negative
psychological effects including post-traumatic
stress symptoms, confusion, and anger.
Stressors included longer quarantine duration,
infection fears, emotional distrust, frustration,
boredom, inadequate supplies, inadequate
information, financial loss, and stigma, many
are being forced to compromise with the
unfortunate situation overall everyone is
suffering from corona fatigue.' He also stated
that 'imbibing nonviolence in our speech,
action, thoughts and perspectives, we can
become less aggressive'.
Another aspect discussed in the webinar was
self- introspection, that how people are
running after the materialistic gains and
luxurious life. People should find this crisis as
an opportunity to encourage themselves for
their intrapersonal communication. They must
reinvent themselves and should try to unearth
their hidden talents. This is a stage when one
must widen their emotional vocabulary.
Inappropriate use of language and words can
contribute to conflicts and chaos. One must
practice empathy to live a peaceful and fuller
life. Dr Vedabhyas Kundu says 'The more

empathetic we are towards others; we should
expect more empathetic behaviour from others.
Hence we will be able to promote empathetic
connections which in turn will be able to reduce
the stress level in houses.'
Towards the end of the webinar, Dr Kundu
referred to Gautam Buddha's preaching of
nonviolent communication. One must be helpful
to others, caring, cooperative and thankful to the
workers who are working for us to be safe in such
crucial times. Corona has given us ample time to
try and make nonviolent communication as a
part of our lives and communicative ecosystem in
our daily lives. Regardless of how pathetic the
situation might get we need to be in solidarity in
these awful times of lockdown so that we as a
country can come out better and stronger.
The webinar included more than 200
participants including counsellors, spiritual
healers, life- coaches, media educators,
researchers and students, relationship experts.
While moderating the session, Dr Ambrish
Saxena picked up questions from the participants
and Dr Kundu responded to all the questions
with composure. Important among those who
raised their points and asked questions included
Dr LB Ojha, Dr Pushpendu Rakshit, Dr Zakia
Rahman, Ms Krishna Pandey, Ms
YashasvikaYadav and Mr Sumantra Sarathi Das.
- Dr Susmita Bala with Muskaan Jain

On the eve of FANDRUM launch
a virtual face-to-face with DME students
Placement Cell of DME Media School initiated
a webinar with the founders of Fandrum App
on Saturday May 23 for providing an insight
into the upcoming platform to the students.
The team from Fandrum comprised Mr Vipul
Chaube, Founder and Chief Product Officer, Mr
Ashutosh Srivastava, Co-founder CTO and Ms
Samridhi Katiyal, Co-founder and CEO.
They were welcomed by Ms Krishna Pandey,
Convener of the Placement Cell and Dr
Ambrish Saxena, Dean, DME Media School.
Ms Samridhi began with her presentation and
explained the idea behind launching this
application - to establish a platform wherein
fans can connect with stars and artists and
vice versa. She talked about the lack of

recognition and rewards given to fans and the
problems associated with connecting them to
their choice of celebrities such as the excessive
number of fan pages on various platforms. She

highlighted that Fandrum would eliminate
such problems through dedicated pages for
each celebrity and by establishing the concepts
of Fan Value Index and Fan Quotient.

The application also intends to help viewers get
customized recommendations for OTT platforms
without linking their social media profiles. Mr
Ashutosh further elaborated on the market
research which backs the entire idea. Mr Vipul
explained the technical aspects of the application
and the concept of psychographic profiling of
users.
The floor was then opened to all participants for
queries. The session concluded with the team of
Fandrum offering an opportunity for the final
year students to intern with their team and later
secure a job in the industry.
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Work from home - Pavan Duggal calls for
enabling laws and corporate policies
The DME Media School, in a series of ongoing
webinars with prominent personalities and
people who have made the difference in varied
fields of society and life, organised an
interaction with noted cyber law expert and
Supreme Court lawyer Mr Pavan Duggal through
Zoom on June 1. The objective was to make the
audience aware and understand the relevance of
cyber laws and how the laws can be used to
benefit the people in distress in times like
pandemic of COVID- 19.
The session, hosted by Dr Ambrish Saxena,
Dean, DME Media School, was also joined by
Prof. (Dr) Naresh Kumar Bahl, Dean and Prof.
(Dr) Bhavish Gupta, Head Academics, DME Law
School. The webinar focussed on issues ranging
from cyber laws, legalities behind the concept of
work from home, right of employees against
retrenchment at the time of pandemic like
COVID- 19 and the urgent need for data
protection and data privacy laws.
Mr Duggal began by stating how the history of
mankind has changed after the pandemic
COVID- 19. “Let us recognise the game
changing impact of corona virus as world history
will always be now recognised as BC (Before
Corona) and AC (After Corona),” he said.

While discussing the need to revamp and
strengthen the legal framework to deal with
pandemics like COVID- 19 and getting rid of
the archaic laws like Epidemic Disease Act
1897 enacted by the Colonial British
government.
Responding to a question by Dr Saxena, Mr
Duggal highlighted the need for a robust legal
framework to deal with a pandemic or
epidemic. “Jurisprudence has to be evolved
towards the welfare of the citizens,” he
maintained.
While discussing the need to protect the rights
of employees against retrenchment and salary
cuts, Mr Pavan Duggal hailed the efforts of the
government and said that to expect a magical
wand and an overnight transformation will be
pointless at this stage.
COVID- 19 has brought drastic changes in not
just our personal lives but has irreversibly
changed the professional landscape too.
Companies were never prepared for the
unexpected eventuality in the form of corona
pandemic. Hence the culture of Work from
Home came to be defined as a “new reality.”
The need to provide safety cushion to the

employees in the form of job guarantee was
never felt more.
Mr Duggal was of the opinion that the country
needed enabling legal framework to support
the work from home culture. “There is a need
for amending Indian Information Technology
(Amendment) Act 2000. The corporate too have
to change their IT policies which were earlier
meant for work from office. They have to now
suit the interests of employees working from
home,” he said.
“The Indian school of jugaad management will
no longer be successful in the new electronic
eco system. Time has come for the government
to amend the IT Act. The need of the hour is to
bring out a robust data protection and data
privacy laws along with the law dedicated to
cyber security.
The session lasted for more than an hour where
more than 200 people participated and
interacted with Mr Duggal through question and
answer session. Dr Saxena made appropriate
interventions. Dr Behl and Dr Gupta also raised
certain queries.
- Krishna Pandey

USP interprets Narrative Journalism as
art and Data Journalism as science
The attention span of the public is limited today due to information
overload experienced by a person in a day, henceforth, the dynamic
media industry has adapted to present facts and figures in a creative and
precise manner which is long lasting and can be comprehended easily.
DME Media School as a part of its webinar series organised a webinar on
Narrative Journalism versus Data Journalism to unravel the intricacies of
data visualisation and creative structure in the contemporary journalistic
practices. The expert for the webinar was Dr Uma Shankar Pandey, Head
of Department, Surendranath College, Kolkata. The session was
moderated by Dr Ambrish Saxena, Dean, DME Media School.
Popular as USP in media academic circles, Dr Uma Shankar Pandey
simplified the complex concepts of data journalism and narrative
journalism through demonstration (Power point presentation). He
informed the participants that narrative journalism goes beyond the
conventional journalistic reporting formula and is unorthodox in its

approach. He added that narrative journalism is known as high quality
journalism as it resonates with the people.
He further informed that data journalism is integral in the existing
scenario as there is information and data overload henceforth it is
important to present information in a manner that helps citizens make
meaning of news. He emphasised that data journalism is being taught as
a subject in prominent universities as data driven journalism is the future.
Dr Saxena enquired about the engagement of audience through data
journalism and veracity of the source for data to be used by journalists.
Dr Pandey informed that it is important to focus on presentation to make
it interesting for the audience and quoted some of the websites and tools
to verify the authenticity of the source. The enriching session culminated
with questions and answer round, there were close to 200 participants in
the webinar, it was attended by students, academicians, and research
scholars.
- Yashasvika Yadav
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DME

DME Media School in Association with ADAMAS University

Want to become a filmmaker?
Think original
Keep writing
Maintain quality
The Coronavirus Pandemic and advent of
OTT platforms has disrupted the landscape
of Indian Cinema, there is a tectonic shift in
the production, consumption and
distribution of filmmaking in the recent
times.To address these questions Adamas
University, Kolkata in partnership with Delhi
Metropolitan Education, Sharda University,
Birla Global University, Delhi Metropolitan
Education, AIMEC, Lok SamvadSansthan,
Exchange4media, ABP Education and
Indianreal.in as a part of its mega conclave
#MediaNext 2020, organised a webinar on
Cinema in Digital Age on June 6.
#MediaNext 2020, the online ten-day
conclave was organised from June 1 to 10,
2020. The ten days conclave focuses on
various facets of Media and Entertainment
industry.
The experts for the session on Cinema in
Digital Age included Viveck Vaswani,
reputed actor, writer, producer and mentor;
Aftab Asghar, New York based filmmaker,
Director of film Amber (2017) and Producer
of Unfreedom (2014); Amit V Masurkar,
renowned film maker, Director of Newton
(2017), the film that was India’s official
entry for best foreign language category at
the 90th Academy Award Ceremony and
Sulemani Keeda (2014). The last expert on
the panel was Bejoy Nambiar, Director of
Shaitan (2011) and Wazir (2016). The
session was moderated by Dr Ambrish
Saxena, Dean, DME Media School.
Films will come back to big screen
soon: Viveck Vaswani
The interactive session commenced with Dr
Saxena introducing the celluloid
personalities who shared their insights on
various features of filmmaking. Mr Viveck
Vaswani highlighted that aspiring film

makers should be passionate about the
craft and study cinema rigorously to gain
knowledge. Dr Saxena asked Mr Vaswani
about his journey in Bollywood and his key
take away, Mr Vaswani reflected on his
journey and regretted not achieving formal
education in filmmaking.
The students and other film enthusiasts
asked several questions which were
answered by the filmmaker candidly,
On the 6th day of MediaNext 2020 organised
by Adamas University, young filmmakers
Bejoy Nambiar, Amit V Masurkar and Aftab
Asghar asked the filmmaking
aspirants to be good in writing
while their senior Viveck Vaswani
asked the ambitious lot to develop
business sense.

debunking various fanciful myths about
Bollywood. Dr. Saxena enquired about the
future of cineplexes after the lockdown
phase, Mr. Vaswani seemed optimistic and
stated that this was a minor halt and
nothing can replace the movie viewing
experience on the big screen, he was
confident that the audience will return to
the multiplexes.
First step towards filmmaking is
writing a script: Aftab Asghar
Post Mr Vaswani’s intuitive discourse, Mr
Aftab Asghar, enlightened students about
the tricks to think like a film maker, he
focused on keeping the process of film
making simple and having faith in the
team. Moreover, he emphasised that all
those aiming to become film makers
should write a script and finish it, the
advice he said sounded simple but was
difficult to implement. Additionally, he
reinforced that the script that film makers
are writing should be close to their hearts
and it should be complimented with
technical finesse.

Accessibility to quality content has
increased: Amit V Masurkar
The deliberations with Mr Aftab Asghar
were followed by Mr Amit V Masurkar. Dr
Ambrish Saxena asked about the idea
behind his social satire film Newton
(2017), he said that it was conceptualised
after an insightful reading based on
Bastarthat which got him thinking about
the elections in such constituencies. The
script, he emphasised was written after
copious research.
He further accentuated that a script should
reflect what the film maker personally
believes in. Dr Saxena asked Mr Amit if the
audience has evolved over the years to
which he responded that the accessibility to
quality content has increased henceforththe
audience appetite for meaningful movies
has escalated.
Need to create original content in
films: Bejoy Nambiar
The last expert for the session was Mr Bejoy
Nambiar, Director of Shaitan (2011) and
Wazir (2016), he informed about his
journey in Bollywood, he iterated on the
importance of originality in film making
and expressed his hope that Indian Cinema
will witness quality work as Indians are
phenomenal writers.
Dr Saxena asked him if there was a need of
censorship on OTT platform, Mr Nambiar
responded that as per his opinion there was
no requirement of censorship on the
platform however, many OTT platforms
were taking advantage of the unsanctioned
content and creating harmful content.
The session was enriching, participants
from all over India attended the webinar,
various pertinent questions were asked
which centred around the future of Cinema
post COVID-19 and impact of OTT platform
on Indian Cinema. The session culminated
with a cultural festival organized by Maru
Mani which was showcased live from
Jodhpur, Rajasthan.

- Yashasvika Yadav
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MediaNext 2020 Conclave by Adamas University

Consensus among experts - Digital media has democratised
Day 8 (June 8) of #MediaNext 2020
Conclave, organised by School of Media,
Communication and Fashion, Adamas
University in partnership with DME and
other institutions, witnessed the galaxy of
experts in the field of development and
political communication online.
The experts on the panel included Mr
Augustine Velaith, Chief, Non- Violence
Project Foundation, Mr Digga Mogra, Head,
Jarvis & Advisor to National BJP, Mr Tushar
Panchal, Founder & Owner, War Room
Strategies, Mr Devendra Tak, Head, Media
and Communication, Save the Children and
Ms Ushoshi Sengupta, Miss Universe
(2010) and Owner, USP Productions.
The enriching session was moderated by Dr
Ambrish Saxena, Dean DME Media School.
The Webinar was hosted on Zoom meeting
application and was simultaneously
streamed live on YouTube and Facebook.
Social media has given the power
to transform a mere user to an
engaged user: Ankit Lal
Day 8 of #MediaNext 2020 Conclave,
started with Mr Ankit Lal who has helmed
the Aam Admi Party (AAP) social media
campaign in the 2013 and 2015 elections.

He has also authored the book "India
Social: How Social Media is leading the
charge and changing the country (2017)".
Dr Ambrish Saxena introduced Mr Ankit Lal
to the audience and asked him to
enlighten the gathering on the growth of
social media as an influential tool of
communication in contemporary India. Mr
Lal discussed in detail the role of social
media as a tool of political
communication.
Mr Lal outlined the social media boom in
India, he emphasised that it gathered
traction after the 26/11 Mumbai attacks,
where the event was covered extensively
on Twitter followed by monumental events
in the decades such as India Against
Corruption (2011) and the Nirbhaya
Movement (2012). The leveraging of
social networking sites for disaster
management of Chennai floods (2015)
further accentuated its popularity and
finally, the use of social media
applications by Narendra Modi in 2014
cemented its role as a potent tool for
political communication.
Dr Saxena enquired about social media
campaigns often branded as armchair

activism to which Mr Ankit Lal responded
that there are various campaigns which
have succeeded in bringing a positive
change on the ground. He added that such
campaigns provide an outlet to the
audience to vent out their frustration with
the establishment on the platform
- Yashasvika Yadav
Digitalisation of political
campaigns has brought
transparency: Diggaj Mogra
Mr Lal's address was followed by another
rising star of political communication Mr
Diggaj Mogra who is Director of the
strategic consulting firm Jarvis and who
has been actively involved in Prime
Minister Modi's election campaign. He is
currently an advisor to the BJP on
communication, technology and data.
Mr Mogra apprised the participants of the
webinar with the online world of political
communication. Drawing from his years of
experience in the field of political and
government consulting domain, he spoke
in detail about the ways in which
technology is gradually becoming an
important element in the process of
political communication.
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Although the agenda was mainly to discuss
the prospects of using technology and data
science in political campaigns in the PostCOVID era, Mr Mogra pointed out that even
before the emergence of COVID,
digitalisation and increased use of social
media marketing, and tech products and
services had already started making their
mark in political campaigning in the past
few years. He cited examples of autogenerated calls, social media ads, mobile
applications, chatbots, machine learning,
augmented reality and virtual reality
techniques as popular strategies used by
political parties in recent elections.
Mr Mogra elucidated the benefits of
digitalisation of political campaigns in terms
of increased transparency and accountability.
He firmly stated that COVID or no COVID,
technological advancements would anyway
take over traditional means of political
campaigns shortly.
- Tinam Borah
Social media has set in a new
political communication paradigm:
Tushar Panchal
Media conclave witnessed another fruitful
session by Mr Tushar Panchal, who has been
a political communicator with many such
projects undertaken by him across the world.
Mr Panchal explained about the change in
the otherwise rigid top-down communication
of the approach with the arrival of the new
media technology. He commented that the
arrival of the new media had changed not
only the communication but also how the
government perceived the idea of
communication. Feedback has now become
an essential component and the government
now purposefully seeks it through different
mechanisms. There are now politicians who
are using it to establish credibility and
strengthen the relationship with the
masses—late Smt. Sushma Swaraj was one
who used the twitter to significant effect to
garner acceptance amongst masses.
Mr Panchal also said that the political arena
is getting accustomed to it and hence we find

some to be cautious and some to be prompt
with the use of the social media. Political
communication during the crisis has also
undergone an inconceivable and
unfathomable transformation. The crux of
the conversation was the change in the
political communication paradigm and not
just the channel of communication. Rather,
it is 360 degrees with the change in
communication platform, psychology,
mechanism and outcome.
- Pramod Kumar Pandey
Effective Communication is more
about listening: Augustine Veliath
In another segment of Day 8 session Mr
Augustine Veliath, Chief of the Non-Violence
Project Foundation and Director of Asian
Centre for Entertainment Education, shared
his valuable experience with the
participants.
Contrary to the trend, his session was not
about the speaker's side of communication
but about the art of listening. In his words,
it is the "heart of communication". Mr
Veliath interestingly titled his presentation
–The Pandemic Listener's Chalisa.
He explained, in detail, the nuances of
being an active listener and how as a
listener one can contribute to the success of
development communication; especially
during this pandemic.
- Sukriti Arora
Sensibility, responsibility and
empathy are the need of the hour:
Devendra Tak
Mr Devendra Tak, Head- Media &
Communication, Save the Children, touched
upon a wide range of issues with reason and
compassion. He covered issues ranging from
digital communication, virtual reality,
augmented reality, empathy to being
responsible while reporting a particular issue
such as Cyclone Amphan and Migrant
Labourers issue to name a few.
He addressed the audience through a
multimedia presentation wherein he talked
about misinformation, disinformation and
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Infodemic during the pandemic. Explaining the impact of virtual
creative communication, he gave the example of a Vietnamese song
and dance about handwashing which went viral on social media.
The session concluded with an interesting Q & A session wherein the
moderator, Dr Saxena asked Mr Tak some pertinent questions such as
future of virtual communication and how can the budding journalist
be more responsible in communication? To which he replied that
virtual communication is here to stay and the entire budding journalist
must double-check news or information before sharing it with others.
Save the Children is an NGO headed by Mr Tak which works for the
most underprivileged children of the society. Besides this, Mr Tak has
also co-authored a book titled "We are the champions" with Rashmi
Bansal which describes life-changing stories of 15 children.
- Mohit Kishore Vatsa
The story of becoming a brand: Miss Universe India
2010 Ushoshi Sengupta
Day 8 of #MediaNext 2020 Webinar Series concluded with the
inspirational story of Ushoshi Sengupta, Miss Universe India(2010)
and CEO of Ushoshi Sengupta Productions Pvt. Ltd.(USP).
A well-established fashion model, actor, humanitarian, public
speaker, entrepreneur and recipient of Bharat Nirman (Build India)
2017 award for uplifting the education sector, Ushoshi Sengupta
discussed fashion modelling, brand awareness and strategic planning.
She began by narrating her early life and how crowning of Sushmita
Sen as Miss Universe inspired her to tread this path and represent
India at the global platform. This journey not only groomed her but
also brought her closer to her roots.
She started her entrepreneurial journey with two companies- Tapashi
Educational Services (TES) and Ushoshi Sengupta Productions (USP).
Under TES, she started conducting grooming workshops to help young
girls and boys build confidence, while USP is an event-based property.
Explaining her branding strategy, she stressed on collaborating with
trusted brands with similar philosophies and told that it was their
brand image which mattered, not the sponsorship amount.
She narrated her story of becoming a brand herself. The work that you
do and the image that is created turn you a brand yourself, she
added.
She further explained the importance of content and influencer
marketing and said, "It is not essential to collaborate with people who
have more followers, but with well-known people who have followers
important to you."
When asked about the impact of COVID- 19 on the fashion industry,
she highlighted how every industry needs to undertake adaptive
measures and adjust to the new normal.
The session ended with her message to youngsters to stay a child at
heart and do whatever they wish to do with utmost honesty and truth.
- Kritika Sati
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#MediaNext 2020:
Busting fake news in the time of COVID- 19
On the closing day of #MediaNext 2020
Conclave on June 10, the topic chosen for the
discussion was the apt one especially in the
context of its relevance at the time of COVID- 19
pandemic - The Busting of False News.
The 10-day conclave was organised by the
School of Media, Communication and Fashion,
Adamas University in partnership with DME and
other institutions.
The experts on the panel included Dr Ankuran
Dutta, an academic and researcher in fake
news, Mr Pratik Sinha, an activist fighting with
fake news with the help of technology and Mr
Govindraj Ethiraj, a senior journalist and factchecking campaigner.
The enriching session was moderated jointly by
Prof. Ujjwal Chowdhury, Pro-Vice-Chancellor of
Adamas University and Dr Ambrish Saxena,
Dean DME Media School, Delhi Metropolitan
Education. The Webinar was hosted on Zoom
meeting application and was simultaneously
live-streamed on YouTube and Facebook.
Dr Ankuran Dutta pushes for media
literacy to combat Infodemic
The session of Day 10 started with Dr Ankuran
Dutta, Head, Department of Communication and
Journalism, Gauhati University and a noted
expert and award winner. He spoke at length on
fake news and challenges of fake news during
COVID 19 pandemic.
According to Dr Dutta, COVID- 19 has given a
new terminology - Infodemic i.e. information
pandemic. “To stop the scourge of fake news, it
is necessary to introduce media literacy course
or value-added programme related to media
literacy at the school level. Today, students start
using social media handles as early as 12- 13
years of their age. Hence it is paramount that
they should be made aware to distinguish

between false and true story,” Dr Dutta
elucidated.
While deliberating on the similarities of yellow
journalism and fake news, Dr Dutta observed
that fake news and yellow journalism are
synonymous of each other. “But fake news
dwells in the content. Yellow journalism is a
process of which fake news is merely a part,”
he stated.
People who spread fake news do so either for
ulterior motives or for catching the eyeballs.
But there is a large section of social media
users who spread fake news unintentionally.
They do so out of habit. They fall into the
category of newly digitally literate. These users
widely share photographs and videos. Dr
Dutta spoke about the concept of Voice Poverty
of a large majority that goes unheard and is
constantly in search of identity.
Responding to a question on the solution of
fake news, Dr Dutta said that it was not
possible to adopt the gate-keeping model on
social media. “While self-regulation should be
the mantra to check the fake news, news
media channels should also appoint factcheckers or fact verifiers and disinformation
detectors to overcome false news,” he said.
The session lasted for more than an hour and
many participants in the crowd of more than
500 interacted with Dr Dutta through question
and answer session.
- Krishna Pandey
Sensitisation and fact-checking tools
together can work, says Pratik Sinha
After an academic discourse, Mr Pratik Sinha,
an expert from the media industry and a
known name in the fight against fake news,
took the discourse to the next level. Mr Sinha is
a technocrat, missionary, an activist and the

co-founder and editor of Alt News, a popular
non-profit fact-checking website.
Mr Pratik Sinha addressed the pertinent issues
of fake news, misinformation and the
underlying causes. He explained how
misinformation thrives on issues involving
peoples' emotions like fear, anger and hatred.
He told that whenever there is an incident
which impacts a large number of people and
incites their emotions, there is a bump in fake
news instances. This pattern is evident in recent
cases like the Delhi riots, anti-CAA protests or
aberration of Article 370 in Kashmir.
Talking about the impact of misinformation, Mr
Sinha pointed out that even mainstream media
broadcasts or publishes news, which is not
completely accurate but grabs attention, similar
to clickbait, resulting in confusion among
people.
Discussing the problem of rumour-mongering
like in Palghar lynching case or other recent
cases targeting the Muslim community during
the pandemic, he said that such rumours
immediately take a communal or political turn
and the real underlying issue remains
unaddressed.
The session was followed by a Q&A round. Mr
Sinha named certain useful fact-checking tools
like reverse image search option in Google and
Yandex and Invid Fake Detector for checking
images and videos respectively. He also told
certain free fact-checking courses available at
Poynters.org.
Mr Sinha emphasised that if we educate and
sensitise our students about misinformation,
and create adequate awareness, we can surely
tackle this humanitarian crisis.
- Kritika Sati
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Scepticism is the way forward in Corona
time fake, says Govindraj Ethiraj
ADAMAS University's conclave reached the zenith
of its excellence on 10th June 2020 when
eminent veteran journalist Mr Govindraj Ethiraj
became part of this academic extravaganza. Mr
Ethiraj is the co-founder of a fact-checking
organisation Fact checker.
The discussion began with Mr Ethiraj highlighting
the findings of his study on the fake news menace
in India. He stated that India was unique in a
sense that not only the old organisations were
being run across the platforms claiming them to
be the current videos, but doctored videos were

being made viral to spread communal hatred.
Regarding the situation during COVID-19
pandemic, he said that for a long time, much of
the fake news will be around the idea of
coronavirus only. It will be because there have
been countless versions regarding it coming from
all corners of the world. From the symptoms to
the cures to other facts have been stated and
later contradicted even by the very credible
sources.
He further suggests people to not pay any
attention to whatever anyone says, doesn't
matter even if it is coming from the most
trustworthy people. He said that only that

information should be trusted that is coming from
organisations like Standford Medical College, IMCR
or some other institution of repute and that
information which carries scientific rationale and
logic. Anything apart from that should be simply
discarded.
At this point, he said that scepticism is the way
forward. He also bashed some section of the media
for trying to play foul on the behest of their
revenue models and laying a lot of the blame of
the coronavirus spread to the Tablighi Jamaat
people.
- Pramod Kumar Pandey

#MediaNext 2020:
Let us listen to the Vice Chancellors
The School of Media, Communication & Fashion,
ADAMAS University, Kolkata, hosted the largest
digital conference of communication
professionals called #MediaNext 2020 from
June 1 to June 10, 2020. The ten-day media
fiesta saw a galaxy of media personalities,
industry experts and media academicians
converging together at one platform through
zoom webinars to interact, deliberate, discuss
and share their views with students, faculty,
academicians alike.
The communication conclave, partnering Delhi
Metropolitan Education, Sharda University, Birla
Global University, Bhubaneswar, AIMEC,
exchange4media.com, ABP Education.com, Lok
Samvad Sansthan and IndiaReal, aimed at
developing understanding and exploring media
scenario beyond COVID- 19, outlining and
nurturing talent at such challenging times,
deliberating on the futuristic digital trends.

The conference touched upon plethora of topics
like digital Journalism (Convergence with Print
and Television), Digital Advertising & Brand
Communication, Web entertainment and short
films, Events & eEvents, New Media, PR and
Brand content, Cinema in digital era, fiction
and nonfiction in digital times, Development &
Political Communication, Photography and
Fake news.
The last day of the ten days digital media
festival began with Professor (Dr) Ujjwal K
Chowdhury, Pro Vice Chancellor and Dean,
School of Media, Communication and Fashion,
ADAMAS University, inviting Prof. (Dr)
Deependra Jha, Vice Chancellor of the ADAMAS
University, to give his concluding remarks. Prof
Jha stressed on the need for media literacy.
“Technology has made everyone a media
person today. We need to bring Media literacy
revolution in the country to counter the menace
of fake news,” he said.

Joining him were Prof. (Dr) Shivram Khara,
Vice Chancellor, Sharda University and Prof.
(Dr) Sanjay Pratap Singh, Vice Chancellor of
Royal Global University, Guwahati, who equally
voiced their concern on fake news. Prof Khara
was of the opinion that COVID-19 has given
boost to critical thinking. “The role of media is
very important in maintaining harmony and
developing progressive thinking and opinion in
the society,” he said.
Prof. Singh while applauding the conclave
stated that fake news is created to either
change the perception of reality or to
undermine the social conflict. “Media literacy is
a must to reduce the impact and outcome of
fake news,” he opined.
The last day session was moderated by Prof.
Ujjwal K Chowdhury and Prof. Ambrish Saxena,
Dean, DME Media School, Delhi Metropolitan
Education.
- Krishna Pandey

Dr Ambrish Saxena nominated to IIMC Committee
Dr Ambrish Saxena, Dean, DME Media School, has been nominated as Expert Member in the
Committee for Modernization of Infrastructure in the Indian Institute of Mass
Communication with eﬀect from May 26, 2020.
It may be noted that the Indian Institute of Mass Communication (IIMC) is being upgraded as
Deemed University as per a policy decision taken by the Ministry of Human Resource
Development. However, the Ministry has asked IIMC to revamp its academic and technical
infrastructure before it starts functioning as Deemed University.
The ﬁrst meeting of this committee was held online on June 9. During this 90-minute meeting, Dr
Saxena made various suggestions for augmenting the infrastructure.
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